Limitations of image enhancement for the visually impaired.
Image enhancement as an aid for the visually impaired may improve visibility of TV programs and provide portable visual aid. This paper describes the current techniques for image enhancement and their underlying models. The limitations of the various techniques and of potential methods of implementation are high-lighted. Initial work in this area was based on a linear model. The finite dynamic range available in the video display and contamination of the enhanced image by high spatial frequency noise limited the model's usefulness. I propose a method to address some limitations of the original model that considers the nonlinear response of the visual system and requires enhancement of subthreshold spatial information only. This modification may increase the dynamic range available by decreasing the range previously used by the linear models to enhance visible details. However, for the modified technique to be most effective, the enhancement has to be continuously tuned, based on the patient's visual loss and the spatial frequency content of the displayed images. The implications of these limitations for the potential implementation in TV are discussed. Implementation of an image-enhancing visual aid in a head-mounted, binocular, full-field, virtual vision device may cause substantial difficulties. Patient adaptation may be difficult due to head movement and interaction of the vestibular system response with the head-mounted display. An alternate, bioptic design is proposed in which the display is positioned above or below the line of sight to be examined intermittently, possibly in a freeze-frame mode. Such implementation is also likely to be less expensive, enabling more users access to the device.